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It is my pleasure to have been se-
lected as the new Director of the 
Army War College’s Peacekeep-
ing and Stability Operations 
Institute, following the impend-
ing retirement of Colonel Cliff 
Crofford.  As we bid farewell to 
Cliff and thank him for his 30 
years of service to our Nation, 
we are confident that those of 
you who have had the pleasure 
of knowing and working with 
Cliff will join us in wishing him 
the very best as he retires. 

This journal is devoted to peace and stability operations training 
and education.  We have been very fortunate to work with many 
Interagency and International partners that understand our 
complex environment and the necessity to create training and 
education appropriate for such conditions.    Our lead article is 
an executive summary of the Unified Stability and Education 
Training and Integration and Exercise Workshop.  Essentially, 
we took two annual workshops and combined them, realizing 
that most attendees are engaged in both communities of prac-
tice.  This decision also aligned with current fiscal realities.  We 
were able to maximize our limited time together, while saving 
precious travel funds.

The 2013 workshop was held from 28-31 January at George 
Mason University and was jointly sponsored by the Director of 
Training, Readiness and Strategy, Office of the Deputy Assis-
tance Secretary of Defense; the Joint Staff/J7; George Mason 
University’s Peace Operations Policy Program; the U.S. Army 
War College’s Peacekeeping and Stability Operations Institute 
(PKSOI); and other stakeholders.  The Integrated Exercise 
Workshop (IEW) is a JS J-7 conducted annual event and pro-
vides the opportunity for Department of Defense (DoD) and 
civilian partners to collaborate on mission and training needs 
and match those needs to exercises.  They accomplished this at 
the workshop.  

The Peace and Stability Operations Training and Education 
Workshop began with a plenary in which senior leaders set the 
context for the works groups.  The workgroups were:  Preven-
tion of Violent Conflict; Conflict Response; and Humanitarian 
Assistance and Disaster Relief.  These workgroups and the IEW 
workgroup reported their findings and recommendations to a 

DIRECTOR’S CORNER
by Colonel Jody Petery

panel of senior civilian and military leaders that form the Inte-
grated Education and Training Working Group (IETWG).  

Colonel Robert Campbell, U.S. Army War College Student, 
offers an article, Stability Operations:  Policy and Doctrine 
Awaiting Execution, in which he observes that though offense 
and defense will remain essential core Army competencies, as 
they should, in actuality, it is stability which remains the most 
likely future mission of the Army.  But, it remains inadequately 
addressed, particularly in brigade combat teams (BCTs) and in 
the Army’s generating force.  He postulates that this is due to 
the Army’s organization, processes, and culture.   And though 
he sees a multitude of problems, he believes the Army has the 
capability to address it, even in an era of shrinking budgets.

Colonel Jeffrey Calvert, PKSOI, provides an article, Personal 
Contact in Security Cooperation: Towards Guard Dogs, Not 
Wolves.  Colonel Calvert looks at security cooperation, par-
ticularly training and equipping foreign militaries, as having the 
potential for great good but also great harm.  He concludes that 
the best way to influence those that we engage with is through 
high quality face-to-face interactions and individual execution 
of cooperative roles.  To do this right, we must put the best 
people forward, with the best training and education, and struc-
ture them for long-term success.  

Lieutenant Colonel Dan Kolva, AFRICOM, provides a primer 
on Socio-Cultural Analysis at the Combatant Command.  He 
emphasizes the necessity to have well-trained and educated 
socio-cultural practitioners as a permanent presence within 
commands.  He promotes using civilian social scientists and 
analysts as they offer an alternative perspective to those versed 
in the military planning methodology.  But, he found through 
his research that socio-cultural analysis and social sciences, in 
general, have not been incorporated in USG endeavors.   He 
informs us about those things that AFRICOM is trying to do 
to bridge this gap so that planners and leaders can understand, 
analyze and engage with diverse populations.

Lastly, we provide the latest information on the Stability Opera-
tions Lessons Learned and Information Management System 
(SOLLIMS).  For those that may not be aware, SOLLIMS was 
created out of a recognized need, reinforced at an early Stability 
Operations and Training Education Workshop (SOTEW), for 
a place in which collaborators across the interagency and inter-
national stability operations community can connect for lessons 
learned and information.  We welcome your contributions to 
SOLLIMS. pksoi.army.mil    1
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edited by Ms. Karen Finkenbinder, PKSOI

The Stability Operations Training and Education Workshop 
reflects the efforts and dedication from the community of 
interest focused on ensuring the necessary emphasis and discus-
sion occurs in regard to Peacekeeping, Stability Operations and 
emerging exercises. These efforts will ensure that, as a group, we 
will continue to place the resources, time and energy towards 
Peacekeeping and Stability Operations and the associated 
exercises to further the discussion, educate and promulgate the 
ideas, concepts and principles that allow us to work in synergy 
on furthering the knowledge and efforts in Peacekeeping, and 
Stability Operations. Many organizations participated. A list 
of these organizations and their principal points of contact are 
located at the end of this article. 

Background 

The Director of Training, Readiness and Strategy, Office of the 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense Readiness teams with 
Joint Staff/J7, George Mason University’s Peace Operations 
Policy Program (GMU/POPP), the U.S. Army War College’s 
Peacekeeping and Stability Operations Institute (PKSOI), and 
other stakeholders conducted a unified workshop on peace and 
stability operations education, training and exercises at George 
Mason University’s Arlington campus from 28 – 31 January 
2013. The workshop brought together two efforts, simultane-
ously, that previously had been conducted as stand-alone events, 
in order to gain greater synergy and cross-talk among the civil-
ian and military communities focused on developing education, 
training and exercise programs that prepare leaders and prac-
titioners for future service in complex environments including 
peace and stability operations.  

Workshop Objectives

The workshop objectives were broken into those relevant for the 
Integrated Exercise Workshop (IEW) and the Stability Opera-
tions Training and Education Workshop: 

The Integrated Exercise Workshop (IEW) was a JS J-7 con-
ducted annual event and provided the opportunity for Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) and civilian partners to collaborate 
on mission and training needs and match those needs to DoD 
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and partner exercises. Specifically, the IEW provided DoD and 
civilian partners the opportunity to identify specific exercises 
where Conflict Prevention (CP), Conflict Response (CR), 
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Response (HA/DR) can 
be incorporated to improve operational alignment and provide 
leader education. The IEW objectives were:

•  Develop agreements for collaboration and/or partici-
pation in remaining FY13 and upcoming FY14 Train-
ing and Education (T&E) events, including those that 
facilitate globally integrated operations;

•  Increase understanding of partner T&E objectives, 
capabilities, interests, and opportunities;

•  Develop a compendium of training/exercise interests 
and collaboration opportunities; and

•  Identify best practices for improving T&E collabora-
tion.

The Peace and Stability Operations (PSO) Training and 
Education Workshop (SOTEW) brought together community 
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Dr. Allison Frendak-Blume, Director of George Mason 
University’s Peace Operations Policy Program and  Mr. Frank 
DiGiovanni, Director, Training Readiness and Strategy, Offise 
of the Secretary of Defense present a token of appreciation to 
the keynote speaker the Honorable and former Congressman 
Ike Skelton, (D-MO)
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of interest educators, trainers, practitioners, and planners from 
U.S. and international governmental and military organizations, 
non-governmental organizations, peace and stability training 
centers, and academic institutions to advance education and 
training linkages and review training and education efforts and 
challenges in the area of stability operations and international 
peacekeeping. Through bringing together members of the com-
munity of practice for P&SO, the Workshop developed recom-
mendations for governmental and multinational leaders on the 
key elements of educating and training practitioners and leaders, 
with an emphasis on assessing what should be preserved and 
what may need to be adapted across the community of practice 
for individual and organizational success in future complex 
operating environments. The SOTEW objectives were:

•  Use the SOTEW-IEW to better link related commu-
nity efforts, including input to the Integrated Education 
and Training Workgroup (IETWG) activities;

•  Better inform and support senior leaders over the 
next year to monitor and provide feedback on the prog-
ress of the recommendations;

•  Provide a forum  that addresses the equities of the 
community of practice and informs their activities; and

•  Link the Joint Staff, J7, and joint professional mili-
tary education and academic communities into a more 
common effort. 

The Conference - Overview

Day 1 began in plenary with a series of senior leaders represent-
ing selected organizations providing remarks to set the context 
for the follow on workgroup sessions.  Speakers discussed both 
challenges and opportunities to the participants and charged 
them with maintaining the efforts in what is to be a volatile 
and uncertain future.  The keynote for the plenary was former 
Congressman Ike Skelton, D-MO and former chairman of the 
House Armed Services Committee and author of Interagency 
legislation. The first day of the workshop officially concluded 
after the question and answer period that followed the keynote 
speech and remarks by several dignitaries.

Day 2 saw the participants split into one of four workgroups 
designed to delve deeper into their specific themes.  The work-
group facilitators, drawn from the stakeholders, began their ses-
sions with a series of presenters and panelists meant to immerse 
into the themes while providing context for the discussion.  As 
each workgroup began its work it was asked to keep in mind the 
use of a common framework in the following areas:
 
 Envision: what are the challenges of future operating 
environments and the challenges that leaders must face?
 
 Preserve: what is the current state of thinking/imple-
mentation in training/education in these areas that serves the 
community well? And 
 
 Adapt: where does the community need to move in 
the future (topics/methods/abilities) to prepare leaders for the 
future?

Day 3 saw the workgroups continue their dialogue and begin 
preparation for their final out-briefs to the senior panel.  A 
change to this year’s workshop was the addition of community 
of interest marketplace.  The marketplace allowed community 
of interest organizations to set up booths that displayed stabil-
ity and peace operations education and training information.  
The marketplace, occurring during the noontime hours, allowed 
participants to have more in-depth conversations with stability 
operations organizations regarding their capabilities.  

At the conclusion of the two and a half days designated for 
workgroup dialogue, selected members were asked to present 
their findings and recommendations to a senior panel consist-
ing of senior leaders from civilian – military organizations that 
make up the Integrated Education and Training Working 
Group (IETWG).  

pksoi.army.mil    3

PKSOI’s visiting professor Dr. Jennifer Bryson shown above 
was selected by Working Group 1 to present the findings on 
the topic of Prevention of Violent Conflict (PVC) to the audi-
ence and Senior Panel members.
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The Conference – Details

Day 1 – Plenary

The intent of the plenary session was to have senior level speak-
ers provide comments and concepts to set the strategic stage and 
provide a vision for the participants to immerse themselves in 
deeper discussions during the subsequent workgroup sessions.  

The plenary portion of the workshop began with remarks 
provided by the host, Dr. Allison Frendak-Blume, Director of 
George Mason University’s Peace Operations Policy Program. 
In addition to welcoming the participants, she noted that the 
workshop was intended to accomplish a few things: better 
prepare practitioners; encourage dialogue amongst the commu-
nity; expand networking education, training and exercises, and 
finally to gain awareness and understanding of existing needs. 
Dr. Frendak-Blume was following Mr. Frank DiGiovanni, OSD.  
He welcomed participants and encouraged them to consider 
the following:  We have to balance our resourcing – we had 
plenty of volunteers to take on the offensive – minded tasks but 
not nearly enough for reconstruction and stabilization ones; 
we have to continually adapt – always questioning the normal 
and asking is what I am doing right?; unity of purpose will be 
critical as unity of command is unobtainable; we must develop 
trust and build relationships; anticipate – we must engage and 
prepare rather than react, and finally we need to continue to 
maintain the momentum and not lose it. 

Mr. DiGiovanni was followed by the Keynote Speaker, the 
Honorable Ike Skelton (D-MO).  Congressman Skelton’s remarks, 
summarized, are as follows:

Thanks for your generous introduction. I wish my parents were 
living to hear it.  My mother would believe them and my dad 
would be amused.  What you do is very important.  Under-
standing stabilization is not going to go away so do your home-
work well.  I compliment you for attending the conference.  We 
will stabilize in Mali.  The U.S. is providing intelligence and 
assistance to the French in Mali.  Some countries specialize in 
peacekeeping. I led a small delegation to Ireland and received a 
brief from the Irish Army Chief of Staff.  They do peacekeeping 
as a specialty.  

Circumstances change.  We never know what day will bring 
differences from the day before. Study and learn a great deal.  
Our country is more and more involved in peace operations.  
Churchill and Clinton said that America is the indispensable 
nation.  History books will tell that.  I cannot stress more the 

importance of studying history: military history and social his-
tory.  People thinking strategically made good things happen.  
The post-war occupations of Germany and Japan are examples 
of doing it right.  A lot depends on the country and the cul-
ture.  Being able to do the peacekeeping efforts correctly will 
make it effective.  Planning is important.  I was invited to the 
White House for the Iraq invasion briefing.  The President went 
over the plan but did not include the complete plan.  Based 
on my knowledge of Sun Tzu, I sent a letter to the President 
that suggested a country should consider the ending before the 
beginning of a conflict. I sent a letter to the President and did 
not receive an answer. I met with White House staff and said I 
never got a letter back.  The staffer said “that is okay; we do not 
need your vote.”  As it turns out, the post-conflict part of Iraq 
was not textbook.  The end of the conflict should be thoroughly 
planned and that means:  stability operations.  So far, they 
have been like a backyard pickup baseball game.  Three areas of 
conflict in a war plan are:  tactical; operational, which is the-
atre; and the big picture which is strategy.  Strategy is involved 
in conflict and diplomacy.  In any military engagement stabil-
ity should be present and accounted for.  Most confuse tactics 
with strategy.  There are many great tacticians without strategy.  
That is the purpose of war colleges.  MG Bob Scales, former 
commandant of the Army War College, was asked by Ike: Of 
all graduating classes, of about 100, how many could have a sit-
down and visit with George C. Marshall?  MG Scales said two 
or three.  This presents a number of problems.  Problem number 
one is identifying them.  Problem two is taking care of them 
and putting them in the right spots to make those decisions.  
Study history.  History doesn’t repeat itself but it sure rhymes 
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Dr. Allison Frendak-Blume, Director of George Mason Uni-
versity’s Peace Operations Policy Program began the Day 1 
plenary session of the conference with opening remarks.
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a lot.  Local cultures define stability operations.  Study it early 
and study it well.  Good luck, learn well and ask good questions.  
Carry it on to your next assignment, wherever it may be.   

Questions and Answers:

You anticipated the need to look at stability operations post 
Iraq.  What would you tell us to focus on now?  The crystal ball 
is fuzzy.  

The Boy Scout motto is to be prepared.  Be sure that the Com-
mand and General Staff College and the Army War College 
do their best, at not just winning, but at strategic level engage-
ment, in stability operations, when necessary.  A recent article 
about Africa says that we may be engaged there.  We are.  We 
are supporting the French and I don’t know what is next.  War 
Colleges should do their best to anticipate things.  We did well 
in anticipating after WW II because heavy hitters in the Army 
were given instructor positions at the War College.  31 Corps 
Commanders, in WWII, taught at military colleges prior to 
the war.  Being put in charge of instructing forced them to learn 
the art of war in order to teach it.  Today, teaching at the war 
college is not necessarily career enhancing. I researched it with 
four full-colonels.  In Leavenworth the instructors were bitter 
because they didn’t get resident CGSC and then they ended up 
teaching there!  We can’t have that.  It must be career enhancing 
and make them leaders in later days.  

Since you are out of Congress now, considering the sequestra-
tion ….where are we going to be hurt the most?

I was pretty pessimistic. I still am. They did successfully kick 
the can down the road.  But cutting the budget is still the chal-
lenge. It’s going to be difficult. It’s going to be devastating to 
the military if it lasts more than a few days. It will cut contracts, 
programs, personnel, small end strength in each of the services; 
particularly Marine and Army. Equipment and maintenance 
will come to a screeching halt and our adversaries, and they are 
out there, will take advantage of it. I hope people will get along.  
I have seen great debates and great arguments, but also great 
compromises. The sequestration section of the Budget Act of 
2011 was meant to cause Congress to come to agreement and it 
didn’t happen. 

Let me tell you, I asked the Library of Congress for a review of 
the 34 years I spent in Congress, for a paper on all the major 
engagements that we were involved in.  The total was 12:  every 
3-5 years.  This surprised me.  America has been engaged in 
major challenges, most unanticipated. 

You anticipated the need to look. Another moment in time, 
what things would you tell us to focus on (If there was a charge 
for this group to have success in the future)?

We would need a clear crystal ball to answer this question. Be 
prepared. Make sure War Colleges do their best to instruct in 
this business where they can apply, not just winning a strategic 
level engagement, but also stability operations where necessary. 
Not sure if you can do more than that. Recently an article on 
the importance of Africa was published and it was mentioned 
that we may be engaged there. The war college should do their 
best to anticipate in those things that come along.  Why did we 
do well in areas of stability after the WWII? Many of the heavy 
hitters, particularly in the Army, were given position in the war 
colleges. In charge of teaching and learning the art of war; today 
the teaching in a war college in not necessarily career enhanc-
ing and that bothers me. We conducted an investigation of war 
colleges in 1988. We need it to be career enhancing for bright, 
young, strategic thinkers; officers who can think/plan ahead 
and make them part of faculty.  They are the ones that will pay 
the dividends.

Thank you, God Bless.

Congressman Skelton was followed by remarks from several 
distinguished visitors:  Ms. Whiteside, Foreign Service Insti-
tute; Ms. Aall, United State Institute of Peace; Ms. Greenberg, 
Alliance for Peace; Major General Stough, JS J7; Major General 

PKSOI Intern Daisy Ross asks a question to one of the senior 
panel members during the last day of the conference.  On Day 
4, selected members of each working group presented the 
work-group finding to the senior panel members . The attend-
ing organizations’ senior panel members also represented the 
Integrated Education and Training Working Group (IETWG)
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Cucolo, Commandant, U.S. Army War College; and Profes-
sor Davis, George Mason University.  Mr. DiGiovanni then 
gave the workgroup participants their challenge for the days 
ahead.  He noted that four years prior to WWII, we sent people 
to school to learn and teach stabilization and reconstruction 
processes – we did that because we looked at what occurred in 
WW I.   He challenged the audience to focus on the themes:  
envisioning, learning and adapting. 

Summaries of the Work Groups follow:

The Workgroups

Work Group 1: Prevention of Violence Conflict (PVC)

Major Questions:

•  ENVISION:  What does the future of Conflict Pre-
vention for the U.S. (Government) look like?
•  SUSTAIN:  Which characteristics and challenges in 
our common, shared space must we prepare ourselves, 
as a community, to operate and cooperate effectively, 
within?
•  ADAPT:  Where do we need to move to prepare 
leaders for the future?  What skills or capabilities do we 
need to develop through training and education? 
 

Envision

•  Reality
o  Fiscal Constraints
o  PVC can compete with other national security 
objectives
o  Departments, agencies and NGOs will not have 
shared goals

•  Future:  Institutionalizing and Coordinating PVC
o  BEST:   

▶  “Vanguard” office focused on PVC
▶  Mainstream (*knowledge, skills, authorities, roles, 
responsibilities) across departments and agencies

o  SECOND BEST: Mainstream * PVC across depart-
ments and agencies

Sustain/Preserve

•  Lessons Learned from recent conflict response are appli-
cable to prevention – don’t lose them!

o  WHO is responsible for capturing and sharing the les-
sons?

•  SOTEW:  We need venues for sharing and learning

Adapt

•  QDR & QDDR > to operational PVC guidance
•  Train and education to next level:

o  PVC skills, tools, best practices
o  Operationalizing PVC with U.S.’s Busan commitment

•  Make case for VPC to U.S. public and USG leaders
o  Encourage sharing of research and experience

Work Group 2:  Conflict Response

Definition:  Intervention of a range of national civilian and 
military capabilities and resources into complex, dynamic, and 
violent environments. 

Key Differences among Us:
•  Lexicon/Terminology
•  Perception of “Conflict”
•  Access/experience in conflict zones

Major Questions:

•  ENVISION: What conditions and challenges will the 
environment present that affects practitioners understand-

6    pksoi.army.mil

Dr. Karen Guttierri from the Navel Post Graduate School  
and workgroup facilitator for Workgroup 3, Humanitarian 
Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) introduces the work-
ing group members and helps to construct the discussion.
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ing, developing solutions, and acting effectively in 
responding to conflict?
•  SUSTAIN:  Given this operational environment, what 
current objectives and across our communities continue to 
serve us well? 
•  ADAPT: Where do we need to move in the future to re-
main relevant and prepare our practitioners for the future?

Envision the Future Environment

•  Ambiguous and complex
•  Actors/Networks
•  Culture/History Narrative
•  Trans-Boundary
•  Internal/External 
•  Speed - Accelerating decision making process
•  Cyber, Information, Social Media, Technology
•  Legal Typology
•  Armed Conflict/Other situations of Violence

Sustain Selected Efforts

•  JPME
•  Experiential Training (CTC, Atterbury)
•  IA Exchange Programs (assignments, fellowships, 
education)

•  Language (FSI, DLI, RS&L)
•  Cultural Training and Education (FSI, NPS, RS&L, 
OES)
•  Military Planning Process
•  Conflict Assessment (GMU)
•  FBI Academy/IA/Joint Exercise Programs
•  Lessons Learned Programs
•  Information Sharing and Channels of Communication

–  Working Groups (Conferences, CoP, CoI)
–  Online Training
–  Professional Development Schools 
–  Joint Exercises/Assessments
–  Network Maintenance (Formal/Informal, Social, 
Talent ID, Global Database)
–  Research/Reachback Field Support
–  Liaison Representatives 
–  Reflecting Intl Knowledge/Perception
–  NGO Interactions
–  Think Tanks/Academia 

•  How can we sustain these amid current challenges?
–  Distributed
–  Integrated
–  Collaborative training and education
–  Leveraging for cross-agency use
–  Information sharing 

•  What programs/methods can we share to be more 
effective together? 

–  Broaden access to cross-agency training and education 
programs
–  Review agency programs for redundancy and 
consolidation
–  Expand existing programs to incorporate broader col-
laboration/communications of  outside organizations 

  
Adapt for the Future

•  Interagency Awareness (assignments, training, education)
•  Cross-Cultural Training & Education
•  Increase Language and Cultural Awareness Training
•  Comprehensive Interagency Planning Framework
•  Communicate Conflict Assessment Frameworks enabled 
by technology
•  Core Interagency Curriculum
•  Expand Interagency/NGO Exchange Programs 
(academic, fellowships, assignments)
•  Leverage Academia
•  Educate conflict responders on the nature of violence

pksoi.army.mil    7

Lieutenant Colonel Ansgar Gohlke, German international 
officer for the Civil-Military Co-operation Centre of 
Excellence  (CCOE) shares a laugh or two with colleagues 
and conference participants at the conference Market Place 
event. The Market Place featured displays from the many 
organizations that attended the 2013 SOTEW conference.
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•  Definition of “other” violence, e.g. systemic ethno-
sectarian
•  Case Studies based on ‘Other Situations of Violence’
•  Training for Crisis Mapping
•  Unintended Consequences/Effects
•  Technology/Social Media
•  Code of Ethics for Virtual Issues
•  Security
•  Early Warning Systems ->Inform Conflict Response 
(Recognizing flashpoints)
•  Structural Incentives for Interagency Work (promotion, 
IA tours, study, cross-training)
•  Streamline timeframe for decision-making 
•  Flexibility/Agility to React (operational level) 

Challenges and Recommendations

•  Establish shared learning portal (lessons learned, case 
studies, reports)
•  Shared electronic course catalogue linked to POI/
syllabus
•  Review training and education programs for purpose of 
consolidation or elimination
•  Create training/education “float” within multiple 
agencies
•  Expand distributive learning programs
•  Establish tuition reimbursement programs 
•  Create a learning management system that catalogues and 
schedules classes/modules for training and education
•  Expanding exchange programs…nationally and 
internationally (assignments, education, fellowships)
•  Expand external participating in experiential learning 
exercises and programs

Work Group 3:  Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief 
(HADR)

Definition:  The Initial Response to an International, Rapid 
Onset Disaster

Key Differences among Us:
•  Definition of Terms
•  Approaches to Training
•  Resourcing

Major Questions:

•  ENVISION:  What problem are we trying to address 
with education and training? What are the gaps that we 
currently see? 

•  SUSTAIN:  How do we sustain those things that work?
•  ADAPT:  How do we adapt for future needs?

Envision

•  Leadership and staffs at all levels are educated and trained 
on the international HA/DR response systems/models/
processes
•  Understand language/systems/cultures across the USG 
and international agencies

Sustain

•  Each organization has established and is continuously 
developing curriculum appropriate to their perspective of 
the evolving threat environment
•  Preserve interagency coordination processes that 
currently exist between DoS and DoD regarding HA/DR 
and expand across USG 

Adapt

•  Review and validate our proposed core elements of 
HADR activity
•  Work with USAID/OFDA to consider incorporating 
approved core elements into training under development
•  Develop tiered approach to training

Challenges

•  Organizational culture diversity
•  Policy, authority and resourcing
•  Collateral effort for the community of practice
•  Transparency
•  Natural tendency to seek a one size solution 

Recommendations

•  Organizational culture diversity
•  Policy, authority and resourcing
•  Collateral effort for the community of practice
•  Transparency
•  Natural tendency to seek a one size solution 

 
Working Group 4:  The Integration & Exercise Workshop

The IEW:  Brought together individuals interested in training 
and exercises from DoD, the (rest of ) interagency, NGOs, and 
international partners as a means of improving civilian – 
military relationships and operations.
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What we came here to do:
•  Discuss major training and exercise initiatives to better 
align common mission interests
•  Work together to improve preparedness for future 
operating environments
•  Enhance relationships, increase understanding, and 
expand networks by identifying common goals, themes, and 
initiatives
How we did it:
•  14 DoD, 9 interagency, and 4 collaboration forums* 
presented their mission, capabilities, and coordination pro-
cesses as well as discussed their exercise and training needs
•  Focused on events that would benefit from enhanced 
training and exercise coalitions and partnerships 
•  Concentrated on DoD high priority inter-agency 
exercise support

What we took away:
•  Themes we should incorporate into future training sce-
narios

–  Food Security
–  Gender/Women Issues
–  Strategic Messaging (Global Health Risk Messaging)

•  Cross Regional Threats
–  Health
–  Cyber
–  Complex Disasters
–  Conflict

•  Exercise planning considerations
–  Earlier engagement in planning cycle

•  Includes advisors and LNOs
–  Higher fidelity, earlier, in support requests
–  Review of planning assumptions (replication vs. play)
–  Thorough training for exercise participants
–  Increase use of tabletops
–  Increase availability/use of distributed participation in 
T&E planning and execution
–  Use central points to assist with identifying 
participants

•  Leverage exercises beyond the objectives
–  Improve job functions/awareness of capabilities
–  Highlight relationships and friction points

•  Participant Surveys
–  Asked participants to rate the IEW in 9 categories
Included sections for additional comments
–  Vast majority indicated holding an annual IEW event is 
very beneficial for DoD and DoD partners

Next Steps:
•  Communicate findings (needs/interests)

–  Review outcomes with ESG tri-chairs and ESG work-
ing group for incorporation in efforts and update IET-
WG leadership
–  Update DoD Interagency WG

•  Determine how immediate takeaways can be incorpo-
rated into current/emerging initiatives
•  Review IETWG/SOTEW relationships
•  Incorporate design comments into 2014 IEW

Stakeholders

OSD for Training and Readiness – Mr Storm Jackson
Joint Staff J7 – Mr Gary Quay and Mr Mike Dawson
Simons Center – MG ret Ray Barrett
Department of State’s Foreign Service Institute – Ms Patti Mc-
Nerny and Ms Stacy Nichols
US Agency for International Development – Mr Mike Carney
Naval Post Graduate School – Dr Karen Guttieri
US Institute for Peace – Ms Marcia Wong, Dr Lauren Van Me-
tre and Mr Brian Rose
The US Army War College’s Peacekeeping and Stability Op-
erations Institute – Dr Jim Embrey, Professor Bill Flavin, Ms 
Marcy Robey and Mr Dave Hagg
George Mason University – Dr Allison Frendak-Blume
Center for Complex Operations – Mr Dale Erickson

Plenary Presenters

Dr. Allison Frendak-Blume, Academic Director for Peace Op-
erations Policy Program, George Mason University; Mr Frank 
DiGiovanni, Director, Training Readiness and Strategy, Office 
of the Secretary of Defense;  Ms Ruth Whiteside, Director of 
the Foreign Service Institute; Ms Pamela Aall, Provost, Acad-
emy for International Conflict Management and Peacebuilding, 
US Institute for Peace; Ms Melanie Greenberg, President and 
CEO, Alliance for Peacebuilding; Maj Gen Stough, Deputy 
Joint Staff J7; MG Cucolo, Commandant of the US Army War 
College; Mr Dave Davis, Professor, George Mason University.  
A special thank you to the Honorable and Former Congress-
man Ike Skelton, (D-MO) for sharing his insights and thoughts 
as the workshop’s keynote speaker.
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Stability Operations: Policy and Doctrine Awaiting
Execution
by Colonel Robert C. Campbell, U.S. Army War College

Peace & Stability OPeratiOnS JOurnal Online

Department of Defense (DoD) spending represents the greatest 
portion (25 percent 2012) of the U.S. Federal budget.1   Al-
though shrinking, this spending will dominate budget alloca-
tions for the foreseeable future.  When our civilian leaders 
demand a return on this taxpayer investment, the military, spe-
cifically the Army, must be ready to fight and win the conflicts 
we are presented rather than the ones we would choose.  Na-
tional strategy, policy, and doctrine direct the Army to perform 
missions across the spectrum of conflict (offense, defense, and 
stability).  Though offense and defense will (and should) remain 
essential core Army competencies, it is stability which remains 
the most likely mission the Army will conduct.  However, stabil-
ity remains inadequately addressed in brigade combat teams 
(BCTs) and in the Army’s generating force due to organization, 
processes, and culture.  

Stability Operations and the Contemporary Threat 
Environment

In a world which has changed rapidly over the last decade, the 
Army endeavors to define its current and future operational en-
vironment (OE).  Most contemporary studies describe a diverse 
milieu which poses varied security challenges for the United 
States and its allies.2   In places like Syria, Congo or the Balkans, 
U.S. land forces could be deployed as the lead element, or in an 
advise-and-assist role, to accomplish a variety of security tasks. 
Regardless of the mission, the end result would be to stabilize 
the area.  Consequently, the Army must be prepared to mitigate 
a variety of threats, most of which cannot be defeated with of-
fense and defense alone.  Acknowledging this must be a priority 
for shaping Army capabilities.  

The Army has conducted stability operations every 25 years 
since the Mexican War in 1840.3   Following its trials with 
stability operations in Vietnam, the Army turned its atten-
tion to conventional threats.  This focus led to decisive victory 
in Desert Storm yet produced a force which struggled greatly 
to stabilize Iraq and Afghanistan.  The Army fought as it had 
trained and while it successfully defeated conventional military 
formations, was less effective against lightly armed insurgents 
who gained public support.  While some units had success 
adopting innovative tactics, overall the Army’s approach to 
operations remained fundamentally unchanged.  Even after the 

Army developed doctrine and altered strategy, stability gains 
were either late coming or never achieved.  

Strategy, Policy, and Doctrine

In 2005, DoD created Instruction Memorandum (DoDI) 
3000.5.  This unprecedented directive orders stability as a core 
military mission equivalent to combat operations.4   More 
recently, following the issuance of the Obama Administration’s 
Priorities for 21st Century Defense, DoD and the Army re-
leased Guidance Outlining Primary Missions of the U.S. Armed 
Forces and the Army’s Strategic Planning Guidance.  These 
directives identify ten missions for the military, ranging from 
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Stability OPeratiOnS: POlicy and dOctrine awaiting executiOn

irregular warfare to disaster relief.  Seven of these missions re-
quire proficiency in stability operations.5   With these directives 
and the Army Doctrinal Publication (ADP) 3-07 (Stability) 
series, never before has so much guidance existed.  Yet in Army 
tactical formations and in training institutions it is not being 
implemented.  As an illustration, a sampling of BCT training 
guidance memorandums, Combat Training Center (CTC) mis-
sion letters, and a review of Army training institution programs 
of instruction (POI) show stability comprises of 1 percent of 
the total guidance or instruction.6   

Obstacles to Achieving Stability Effectiveness and 
Steps to Address Them

There are three primary causes of stability underperformance.  
The first is a military culture (beliefs which shape how we act) 
of lethality.7   The leaders of these organizations, many of which 
grew up in the Cold War, interpret guidance in a way familiar 
and comfortable to their conventional roots.  General John 
R. Galvan stated “When we think about the possibilities of 
conflict we tend to invent for ourselves a comfortable vision 
of war . . . one that fits our preconceived ideas.”8   For example, 
many commanders falling victim to their interpretations have 
emphasized conventional skills at the cost of stability training.  
Second, BCTs are structured primarily for lethal missions and 
third, use related processes in training and operations which do 
not facilitate stability.  To repair this, BCTs, Army Training and 
Doctrine Command (TRADOC), and Army Forces Com-
mand (FORSCOM) must address culture and encourage force 
tailoring.    

BCT Organization

General Odierno, the Army Chief of Staff, directed, “the Army 
must develop new capabilities and adapt new processes and en-
sure it is an agile, responsive, tailorable force.”  Abiding by this 
guidance, BCTs must tailor organizational structure, establish 
relevant processes, and train and educate their personnel.  Con-
sider the augmentation required for stability operations in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, such as human terrain teams, law enforcement 
professionals, and interagency specialists.  Expecting this type of 
augmentation and/or permanent BCT organizational changes 
is unreasonable in a time downsizing.  However, effective, inter-
nal adaptations can be made.     

To illustrate this, examine the depth found in the fire support 
(FS) structure in a BCT.  FS personnel and supporting process-
es are resident all the way down to the platoon and squad.  For 
the stability task of governance, a stability task, there are only 

two civil affairs persons in the BCT.  Building a governance 
structure and supporting systems from the squad to the BCT 
using existing personnel would address this shortfall.  

Commanders should look inside their organizations for indi-
viduals possessing education or cognitive skills which would 
allow them to grasp stability tasks such as governance and rule 
of law.  BCTs must continue to resource company intelligence 
support teams (COIST).  Even in companies and below, select 
members would need additional non-MOS skills (surveying, 
conflict resolution, etc.).  Once organized, commanders should 
train and test staffs, units, and processes using situational train-
ing exercises (STX).

BCT Procedures

A study by the Joint Coalition Operational Analysis Division 
( JCOA), J7, Joint Staff, concluded that the “failure to under-
stand the operational environment” was the number one lesson 
learned from the last decade.  This was due in part because of 
ineffective intelligence structure and procedures in BCTs.  The 
development of COIST teams helped address this shortfall, 
however many units still used legacy intelligence procedures 
centered on enemy disposition instead of the underlying 
causes and societal failures which facilitated their existence.  
Lieutenant General Michael T. Flynn (then Major General, 
ISAF Deputy Commanding General for Intelligence Opera-
tions) noted in 2010, “that we were largely uninformed about 
populations and ill-prepared to understand them, is a natural 
consequence of the intelligence community being built upon 
the edifice of Cold War politics.”9   Even population assessment 
tools like ASCOPE/PEMSII10  failed to describe the relevance 
to the local population.  

To address this challenge, the United States Agency for Inter-
national Development (USAID) and DoD created the District 
Stability Framework (DSF).  DSF helps field practitioners 
understand sources of instability through the eyes of the local 
population.  The Army incorporated DSF in doctrine (ADP 
3-07) but did not establish a pre-deployment training program 
or enforce its use at CTCs.  Unaccustomed to DSF, command-
ers were averse to incorporating it into their processes during 
chaotic Army Force Generation (ARFORGEN) pre-deploy-
ment periods and while deployed.11  

BCT commanders can take two primary steps to achieve effec-
tive procedures.  First, DSF must be trained and utilized across 
the BCT.  Second, processes modeled after targeting must be 
developed, prioritized, and exercised for stability tasks such as 
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governance and development.  CTCs must become experts in 
DSF and help units develop and exercise processes specific to 
stability.   

Army Level Fixes

To address a culture fixed on lethality, adverse to change, TRA-
DOC must exercise what sociologist Edgar Schein calls cultural 
embedding mechanisms.  These include, what leaders pay atten-
tion to, measure, and control.12   TRADOC should resource 
and sanction PKSOI to conduct a thorough analysis of generat-
ing and operational forces to identify where stability shortfalls 
exist and why.  Using these findings, TRADOC leadership, 
applying oversight of training institutions and CTCs, can re-
balance offense, defense, and stability training.  FORSCOM 
can complement this effort with division and BCT oversight.  
Reporting procedures and subsequent directives complimenting 
this effort will ensure proper measurement and control. 

The problems presented above are well within the capability of 
the Army to address, even amidst shrinking budgets.  Policy, 
strategy, and doctrine speak clearly of the requirement to main-
tain stability operations as a core competency.  However, if the 
Army forgets its recent past and shifts its training priority to 
offense and defense it risks arriving on the next battlefield un-
prepared.  The newly formed Decisive Action Training Environ-
ment and TRADOC’s strategic adaptability provide a unique 
opportunity to institute changes forcing units to tailor their 
organization and processes to achieve stability proficiency.

 Notes

1  U.S. Government Spending Website, http://www.usgovern-
mentspending.com/defense_budget_2012_3.html (accessed 
November 7, 2012).
2  “Sustaining U.S. Global Leadership: Priorities for 21st Centu-
ry Defense”, http://www.defense.gov/news/Defense_Strategic_
Guidance.pdf  (accessed November 7, 2012); “Global Trends 
2030: Alternative Worlds,” December 2012, potential conflicts 
include, much more rapid climate change, Euro/EU collapse, a 
democratic or collapsed China, a reformed Iran, nuclear war or 
WMD/cyber-attack, solar geomagnetic storms, U.S disengage-
ment, and trans-national terrorist organizations, http://www.
dni.gov/files/documents/GlobalTrends_2030.pdf (accessed 
January 12, 2013); Brookings Institute, Defense Intelligence 
link, http://www.brookings.edu/research/topics/defense-and-
security (accessed January 12, 2013); Center for Strategic and 
International Studies, Military Strategy link, http://csis.org/
category/topics/defense-and-security/military-strategy (ac-
cessed January 12, 2013).

3  Janine Davidson, “Dudes! Misinterpreting DoD strategic 
guidance repeats mistakes, ignores emerging trends, and leads 
to failure,” http://ricks.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2012/07/27/
dudes_misinterpreting_dods_strategic_guidance_repeats_mis-
takes_ignores_emerging_trends (accessed November 19, 2012).
4  Michele Flournoy, Department of Defense Instruction 3000.5 
(Washington, DC; U.S. Department of Defense, September 16, 
2009), 2.
5  DoD Guidance Outlining Primary Missions of the U.S. 
Armed Forces.  7 of these relate directly to stability operations.  
They are: 1. Counter Terrorism and Irregular Warfare, 2. Deter 
and Defeat Aggression, 3. Counter Weapons of Mass Destruc-
tion, 4. Maintain a Safe, Secure and Effective Nuclear Deter-
rent, 5. Provide a Stabilizing Presence, 6. Conduct Stability and 
Counterinsurgency Operations, 7. Conduct Humanitarian, 
Disaster Relief, and Other Operations. “Sustaining U.S. Global 
Leadership: Priorities for 21st Century Defense”, http://www.
defense.gov/news/Defense_Strategic_Guidance.pdf  (accessed 
November 7, 2012), 4-6.
6  This statistic comes from a collection and analysis of 15 Divi-
sion and BCT training guidance memorandums, mission letters 
for Decisive Action Training Environment (DATE) CTC 
rotations and combat arms training institution (basic, career, 
NCO courses) POIs.  Tasks and guidance relating specifically 
to offense, defense, and stability proficiency were tallied (tasks 
like leader development, fitness, and administration were not 
counted), and averaged across the 15 documents and POIs.  A 
total of 15 stability related tasks were found as opposed to 165 
offense and defense tasks.  This equated to an average of .090% 
(percent of each document or POI related to a stability task or 
guidance), (collected and assessed November through February 
2012-2013).
7  BG David A. Fastabend and Mr. Robert H. Simpson, “Adapt 
or Die: The Imperative for a Culture of Innovation in the Unit-
ed States Army,” http://www.au.af.mil/au/awc/awcgate/army/
culture_of_innovation.pdf (accessed December 12, 2012).  
8  Brian McAllister Linn, The Echo of Battle: The Army’s Way of 
War (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press 2007), 4.
9  Michael T. Flynn, James Sisco, David C. Ellis, “Left of Bang: 
The Value of Sociocultural Analysis in Today’s Environment,” 
Prisim V3, No. 4, September 2012, 4.
10  ASCOPE: Areas, Structures, Capabilities, Organizations, 
People, and Events.  PMESII: Political/governance, Military/
security, Economic, Social, Infrastructure, and Information, 
http://usacac.army.mil/cac2/call/docs/11-16/app_b.asp (Ac-
cessed December 12, 2102).
11  Ibid.
12  Edgar H, Schein, Organizational Culture and Leadership 
(San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, 2010), 236-7.
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There are many good reasons for security cooperation, and 
many positive results to be achieved for U.S. national security 
and for the broader causes of regional and global stability, de-
mocracy, and human rights.  But security cooperation is a com-
plex undertaking, and some aspects of it – particularly training 
and equipping foreign militaries – have the potential to do great 
harm as well as great good.  Despite the best intentions and the 
tightest controls, there is no certainty of responsible future use.  
A weapon system is only as safe as the mentality and morality of 
the person in control of it, and a soldier who learns marksman-
ship or patrolling or tactical decision-making learns those things 
for life, regardless of how he chooses to use them in the future.  
This is the dark side of the “teach a man to fish” paradigm for 
capacity building – the fact that a skill taught or a capability 
given cannot be undone when the motivations of the recipient 
change, and that the teacher’s influence on those motivations is 
often uncertain.

The mujahedeen of the Afghan resistance to Soviet occupa-
tion in the 1980s were made effective in part by U.S. support, 
but later provided a pool of lethal talent for strikes against U.S. 
interests.  The same potential for bad outcomes exists anytime 
support is given, and the risk is often greatest in those situa-
tions with the greatest level of need, where there is less inherent 
stability, less resiliency and societal depth.  The need to mitigate 
this uncertainty and lack of future control presents a funda-
mental security cooperation dilemma:  how to ensure that the 
trajectory set for a supported force is a good and lasting one that 
will give the partner country competent, reliable, and effective 
guardians who will not drift into feral behavior that threatens 
other nations or their own populace.

The system is a start
 
There are no easy or complete answers to the problem, but there 
are many safeguards and control measures built into the sys-
tem.  The strategic and operational planning that drives security 
cooperation attempts to account for risks and make wise choices 
about whom to support and in what way, and to consider the 
unintended consequences and second and third order effects of 
that support.  It attempts to be comprehensive and ensure that 
security forces do not gain strength in a vacuum, but rather as 
a component of larger security sector reforms that include the 

Personal Contact in Security Cooperation: Towards Guard 
Dogs, Not Wolves
by Colonel Jeffrey A. Calvert, PKSOI
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judicial system and rule of law, civilian oversight, and societal 
checks and balances.  It is deliberate, cyclical, multi-tiered, and 
sensitive to input from all levels to provide responsive deci-
sions.  But it is always based on incomplete information, cannot 
predict all contingencies, and may not account for important 
nuances of unique local situations.

Systemic checks such as the Leahy Amendment deny support 
to individuals or units that have a history of human rights 
violations, and there are boilerplate contractual restrictions 
that forbid misuse.  But the Leahy Amendment is not predic-
tive – a clean past does not guarantee a clean future, especially 
when new capabilities or resources give a force increased power 
relative to its neighbors and the population it is supposed to 
protect.  And it is impossible to contractually control knowl-
edge, skills, and experience in the same way as technology or a 
piece of equipment
 
Even the complexity of the system itself serves as a check.  Mul-
tiple executive departments, multiple authorities and appropria-
tions, technical definitions that break security cooperation into 
many carefully defined and regulated flavors of support – all act 
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Afghan soldiers give a hand to a fellow soldier after a training 
exercise in Kabul province, Feb. 23, 2013. The training is part of 
the transition of security to the Afghan National Security Force 
before coalition forces depart in 2014. (U.S. Army photo by 
Spc. Ryan DeBooy)
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to slow the process and ensure that decision-making is conscious 
and deliberate.

But the system isn’t enough – people are the key
 
It is a fundamental truth of this endeavor that conscientious and 
balanced planning, rules, and systemic control mechanisms can 
only go so far to influence the minds of partner nation individu-
als who will be leading forces or manning weapon systems, and 
who will surely be faced with difficult ethical decisions.  The 
best way to influence those minds towards the good is at the 
point of contact, by the quality of face-to-face interactions and 
the individual execution of cooperative roles.  This critical in-
tangible presents itself over and over in lessons-learned analysis, 
regardless of theater or level of operation: personal interaction 
and relationships have the greatest impact on the effectiveness 
of security cooperation.  It is therefore imperative to give careful 
attention to selecting the right personnel, preparing them prop-
erly, and structuring their interactions for long-term success.

Each contact with foreign military personnel, at every level 
from private to general, is significant and has the potential 
to create critical influence in one direction or another.  Each 
interaction is an opportunity to demonstrate what “right” looks 
like, to show the values, attitudes, and professionalism that will 
earn the partners acceptance within their own society and the 

international community.  But only if the teachers know for 
themselves what “right” looks like and live that code.

This implies a distinct requirement for quality control, prepara-
tion, and vetting of personnel for security cooperation.  They 
must be the right people, who understand the purpose and 
significance of their mission and the interactions they will 
have, who accept that role and are good at it.  And they must 
be prepared beyond just technical qualifications.  It is just as 
important that they know and understand people, realize the 
importance of first impressions, have an attitude of cultural 
understanding, and that they are good teachers.  Sometimes the 
most important learning comes not from what is specifically 
taught, but rather from how it is taught and the way the person 
in charge conducts himself – the example they set and the qual-
ity of the connection they make.  This is true regardless of the 
nature of the cooperative relationship, whether teacher, trainer, 
mentor, advisor, or working partner.

The stage is set for new prominence and increased effectiveness 
for security cooperation.  In times of austerity, leverage gained 
through security cooperation is particularly important.  Ten 
years of difficult combat experience has given the U.S. a strong 
cohort of capable personnel who, because of that experience, 
have enhanced credibility with partners and potential partners.  
At the same time, the Army is moving towards greater regional 
force alignment that can enable longer and more stable partner-
ship relationships with deeper and more enduring results.  To 
take full advantage of the possibilities, the Army must focus on 
those relationships and support them with the right resources 
and, most importantly, the right people.  Done well, this can 
help solve that security cooperation dilemma and build a world 
where security forces act as reliable guard dogs, rather than as 
wolves.
 

Pakistani military, Afghan border police and U.S. Soldiers 
from 1st Battalion, 32nd Infantry Regiment, 10th Mountain 
Division, sit side by side to discuss continued communication 
and security along the Nawa Pass, separating Afghanistan’s 
Kunar province and Pakistan’s Federally Administered Tribal 
Areas, during a border meeting at the high mountain pass July 
5, 2012. Photo by Sergeant Matthew Moeller
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“Foreknowledge cannot be grasped from ghosts and spirits. It can-
not be inferred from events. It cannot be projected from calculation. 
It must be grasped from the people’s knowledge.” Sun Tzu

Introduction

Within the Africa Command (AFRICOM) Intelligence Direc-
torate ( J2) exists regional subject matter experts (SMEs)1  who 
regularly explain the local cultures and perspectives in Africa 
in order to ensure the US military does not make dangerous 
mistakes in a region we know little about. These socio-cultural 
practitioners2 are now a permanent fixture in command activi-
ties such as planning operations and exercises and reaching out 
to external agencies concerning populations in Africa. The AF-
RICOM J2 can offer an example on how to integrate socio-cul-
tural analysis (SCA) into the combatant command (CCMD). 
The Social Science Research Branch (SSRB), where the SCA 
capability resides in AFRICOM, is filled with academic re-
searchers and analysts who provide an understanding of todays 
asymmetric, non-standard, understudied, and intelligence 
resource scarce operating environment in Africa. The aim of this 
paper is to recognize the knowledge gaps in the AFRICOM 
area of responsibility (AOR), demonstrate the capabilities of 
SCA at the CCMD, and how AFRICOM integrates SCA into 
the strategic intelligence toolkit. 

Recent History of Cultural Knowledge in the Mili-
tary (Knowledge Gaps)

The integration of SCA into the common operational pic-
ture for commanders and national security officials has been a 
systematic problem for many decades, especially for asymmetric 
warfare. In Vietnam, while social scientists helped develop a 
plan for strategic hamlets in southern Vietnam, the forces on 
the ground and political actors in the US failed to implement 
a strategy that both provided security for these small villages as 
well as incorporate the history, culture and needs of the local 
communities.3  4This failed implementation of strategic hamlets 
in Vietnam later became a source for new counter-insurgency 
tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) used in Iraq and Af-
ghanistan.5  Although the Department of the Army created the 
Counterinsurgency Field Manual, the intelligence community 

Socio-Cultural Analysis at the Combatant Command
by Lieutenant Colonel M. Daniel Kolva, U.S. AFRICOM
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has again failed to understand and describe the socio-cultural 
environment to the commander in order to effectively and 
quickly neutralize or destroy al-Qaeda and the Taliban.
In recent combat environments, allied forces were slow to 
implement plans concerning culture and the beliefs and at-
titudes of the populations in both Iraq and Afghanistan. These 
hard learned lessons occurred during the Phase III operations 
or during war as described in LTG Flynn’s Conflict Continuum 
model (see graph on next page). In Afghanistan, there was:

 
“…a large void of understanding of the socio-cultural issues 
which inevitably impact our operations and efforts to counter 
the Taliban-led insurgency. The resulting failures of misunder-
standing the routine values and behaviors, or culture, which 
characterize the human terrain our forces operate amongst 
vary from intelligence assessments afflicted with ethnocentric 
bias which do not accurately reflect how our adversary would 
perceive and respond to our actions to a complete lack of under-

Botswana Defense Force, U.S. soldiers and Marines receive 
instruction in classes on skills ranging from evaluating a casu-
alty to reacting to an ambush. U.S. military personnel are in 
Botswana to participate in Southern Accord 2012, a joint mili-
tary exercise to enhance readiness capabilities of all the forces 
involved. Photo by Master Sergeant Christina Bhatti
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standing of how local dynamics fuel elements of the conflict. In 
contrast, the Taliban hold a distinct advantage over Western 
forces in that they have an intimate understanding of the local 
population and are able to use this knowledge against us.” 6 

One example of this misunderstanding occurred when well-in-
tentioned humanitarian efforts led to attempting to feed MRE’s 
with pork to a hungry population. The lack of knowledge and 
an understanding of the people and their dietary customs failed 
to win the population.7   

 The Conflict Continuum8  

In Iraq, misunderstanding the population’s ethnic, tribal, and 
religious divisions amplified the insurgency’s cause. 

“We entered Iraq with no understanding of the sociological 
and cultural dynamic and influence of the tribes and the tribal 
elders within the populations of the cities and provinces. We 
also did not fully understand or comprehend the dynamics 
which existed between the Shi’ites, the Sunnis and the Kurds. 
By not recognizing their importance and influence we ignored 
the tribes and did not attempt to develop a working relation-
ship or engage them which is why they initially elected to align 
themselves and partner with al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI). Once 
we recognized and accepted the importance of the tribes; cou-
pled with a dedicated effort to engage and work with the tribes, 
al-Qaeda was successfully driven out of the Anbar Province.” 9 

SCA conducted at the right levels of planning prior to United 
States government (USG) engagements in Iraq could have pre-
vented learning these lessons the hard way, saving USG blood 
and treasure.
 
Based on the aforementioned experience in the Middle East, a 
greater understanding of the operational environment in Africa 
is warranted in order to prevent re-learning the same lessons 
in the asymmetric battle space. Africa lacks the depth of study 
and historic foundation found in other CCMD AORs and is 
most likely to host asymmetric warfare. Africa has been ignored 
by strategic thinkers over the last century, and the AFRICOM 
planners and staff began with a steep learning curve. Bringing in 
social scientists, analysts, historians, anthropologists and other 
academics that have made studying and understanding Afri-
can populations their life’s work has certainly helped bring the 
command up to speed. Integrating this capability into everyday 
CCMD activity in the most efficient manner helped the com-
mand avoid mistakes and ensures strategic success in the future. 
As an example, during the command headquarters exercise 
Judicious Response 2012, a socio-cultural analyst offered crucial 
advice during a briefing to the AFRICOM Deputy Command-
ing Officer regarding the use of military forces with NGOs. 
This advice changed the planning for the exercise and prevented 
a potential negative scenario (albeit notional) for the command. 
Further examples are available at a higher classification.  
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Social Science Capabilities: 
Common SCA Attributes

SCA practitioners have education and experi-
ence in specific countries or regions in which 
they apply their skills. Most have on-the-
ground experience interacting with popula-
tions in local languages. Many lack military 
experience. This, however, may be a reason to 
advocate SCA expertise. The social scientist 
and analyst generally lacks the biases often 
associated with military planner groupthink 
and problem solving methodologies. The 
SCA practitioners not only provide outside-
the-box thinking, but also see Africa from a 
different perspective. Also, the SCA practitio-
ner with the aforementioned experience is free 
to let the senior leaders in a command know 
when they (unintentionally) approach a new 
population the wrong way as previously mentioned during the 
2012 command exercise, something junior officers on a plan-
ning staff may be less inclined to do.   

According to Defense Science Board studies conducted over the 
last six years, SCA and social sciences in general have not been 
incorporated into USG endeavors. These studies have suggested 
that USG should start using social sciences, and that doing so 

would improve operational readiness for counterinsurgency 
(COIN) operations and perhaps even prevent conflict.

“Human terrain preparation will enable U.S. forces to better 
understand how individuals, groups, societies and nations be-
have, and then use this information to (1) improve the perfor-
mance of U.S. forces and (2) understand and shape behaviors 
of others in pre-, intra-, and post-conflict situations.” 10 

 “The USG is not investing adequately in the development 
of social and behavioral science information that is critically 
important for COIN.” 11 

SCA provides population-centric products that fill gaps of un-
derstanding for senior leaders and planners.  When the Defense 
Science Board Task Force met to investigate the use of SCA, 
they determined that “the emphasis should be on human dy-
namics ‘products’ in addition to centralized databases and sup-
posed systems.” These products include world-view documents 
and micro-regional history products.12 The Defense Science 
Board continued by saying “The range of anticipated contingen-
cies and adversaries will increasingly require deployment of US 
military forces among populations, rather than isolated across 

defined military-military lines.”13  The SSRB members who 
provide this type of service to AFRICOM have successfully 
produced academic briefings, lectures, and papers, as well as 
Theater Analysis Reports (TARs), which describe population-
centric factors often missed in traditional nation-state centric 
intelligence production.  “The ability of all US echelons to dis-
tinguish between – and appropriately engage with – adversaries, 
competitors, neutrals, and friends will require varying degrees of 
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U.S. Marine Corps Capt. John Strange, right, conducts an after-
action review after Botswana Defense Force soldiers complete 
a training mission range at Thebephatshwa Air Base, Botswana, 
Aug. 15, 2012, during the SouthernAccord 2012 exercise. 
Southern Accord is an annual U.S. Africa Command and U.S. 
Army Africa combined exercise designed to increase interop-
erability with the armed forces of Southern African partner 
nations. (DoD photo by Donna Miles/Released)
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cross-cultural awareness, competence, and astuteness.”14  While 
SCA products cannot replace all-source or any other type of 
analysis, SCA practitioners within the AFRICOM Intelligence 
and Knowledge Development (IKD) Directorate are filling 
population-centric knowledge gaps for the CCMD. 

A New Approach to SCA: Consider it ISR

“When SCA methodologies and techniques are applied, strate-
gic indications and warning can be derived…” 15 

The answer to closing many intelligence gaps, at the CCMD 
and higher echelons, seems to be more Intelligence, Surveillance 
and Reconnaissance (ISR). With more technological assets 
available, the thought goes, we can learn more about the opera-
tional environment. The Director of the Defense Intelligence 
Agency (DIA), however, is encouraging a paradigm shift. The 
author of Fixing Intel and the latest article Left of Bang high-
light this new direction.  “What remains is for the IC (Intel-
ligence Community) to formulate a strategic understanding of 
SCA and establish a paradigm for incorporating [it] into the 
intelligence process.”16   The IC requires a paradigm shift from 
using traditional intelligence assets to find, fix and finish the en-
emy to understand, analyze, and engage with populations.17  If 
the intent of ISR is to understand the environment, then SCA 
needs to be incorporated into it and perhaps even be thought 
of as an “INT” of its own. Whether it is called socio-cultural 
analysis or intelligence, in the regions and areas where ISR assets 
are lacking, SCA should be mandatory. Having regional experts 
who have studied and understand the populations in areas of 
interest would not only amplify data from traditional ISR, but 
also would help the IC use ISR more efficiently and effectively. 

AFRICOM, formed under the auspices of a new kind of com-
mand, has been the perfect test bed for implementing SCA into 
traditional ISR.18   AFRICOM considers SCA to be a form of 
ISR that helps the command and staff and greater USG under-
stand the populations in which we may engage. We gain un-
derstanding and potentially reduce the risk associated with the 
limited overhead systems allocated to AFRICOM. According 
to the Defense Science Board, “the deluge of sensor data is creat-
ing a crisis in processing, exploitation, and dissemination (PED) 
and associated communication, as well as an increasing need 
for advanced analysis that addresses behavior of groups and the 
cultural framework of group decisions.”19  Perhaps joining, or 
in some cases, replacing traditional ISR with SCA practitioners 
could reduce the dependency on sensors by better using knowl-
edgeable on-the-ground experience and education. 

Managing SCA: Where does it fit at the CCMD?

The AFRICOM intelligence directorate has made great strides 
in instilling SCA into intelligence analysis. There are numerous 
CCMD level activities in which SCA is involved in AFRI-
COM. From command planning activities, to exercise participa-
tion, to various forms of academic outreach, SCA practitioners 
help enhance command activities. Here are specific activities in 
which the SCA practitioner should and does participate. 

Research- Over the last year, the AFRICOM J2 has implement-
ed a Knowledge Development Board (KDB) which receives 
research requirements from throughout the AFRICOM 
joint staff. These research requests are validated by the board 
members, who represent each directorate within AFRICOM. 
Project validation is based on the CCMD lines of effort, priori-
ties and objectives. End products from KDB approved research 
projects have included written products and briefings from both 
primary and secondary research. It is important to note that 
these projects are often durable long-term initiatives in which 
continued dialogue occurs even after the final products are 
produced. SCA practitioners will produce branches and sequels 
based on the needs of the CCMD.

Planning- AFRICOM SCA practitioners actively participate 
in both long-term strategic planning ( Joint Planning Teams 
( JPT)) and crisis reaction planning (Operational Planning 
Teams (OPT)). However, this is an ad hoc team in which only 
the most engaged and astute SCA leaders facilitate involvement. 
This type of planning interaction is prescribed by the joint 
publication Joint Intelligence Preparation of the Operational 
Environment. 
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“All relevant physical and nonphysical aspects of the operation-
al environment are analyzed by JIPOE analysts, combatant 
command personnel, and GEOINT analysts to produce a geo-
spatial perspective and develop a systems perspective through 
the analysis of relevant socio-cultural factors and system/sub-
system nodes and links.” 20 

Exercises- SCA has a lot to offer and has contributed signifi-
cantly to both CCMD headquarters and component command 
exercises over the last few years. The exercise Judicious Re-
sponse 2012 scenario primarily focused on Mass Atrocities and 
Response Operations (MARO). The SSRB provided a social 
scientist to the exercise planning staff and provided subject mat-
ter expertise on the socio-cultural indicators and warnings of 
mass atrocities that may require MARO, often citing real-world 
events in Africa. Additionally, the SSRB provided pre-exercise 
academics covering the regional channels of conflict for the 
training audience. Component commands have used SSRB 
subject matter expertise in a similar matter, conducting exercises 
in Africa with partner nations. Social scientists prepare US mili-
tary units not only for the exercise scenario, but also for working 
with partner nation militaries as well. In addition, these SCA 
practitioners provide an environmental assessment before and 
after the exercise to ensure the local populace is not negatively 
affected by, or have a negative perception of, the USG.

Outreach- The Intelligence, Security, Cooperation and Engage-
ment (ISCE) Division is responsible for assisting African part-
ner nations in building and developing intelligence capacity and 
facilitating intelligence sharing. Often times, intelligence shar-
ing is difficult and slow due to the lack of intelligence sharing 
agreements with partner nations. Since SCA is often performed 
at the unclassified level, AFRICOM has looked to the SSRB to 
provide unclassified papers for partner nations. It should also be 
noted that the SCA practitioner often has language skills that 
could enhance intelligence engagements with African partner 
nations. Finally, as academic researchers, SCA practitioners can 
assist the AFRICOM J95 with academic outreach, by recon-
necting with previous academic institutions, regional centers’ 
and think tanks both in the US and in Africa. This type of aca-
demic outreach not only helps build relationships with partner 
nations, but also helps the USG understand regional perspec-
tives on shared problem sets in Africa.

Civil Information Fusion Center- The Joint Staff J-7 has identi-
fied the need for better use and management of population-
centric civil information in accordance with LTG Flynn’s article 
Fixing Intel.21  “CCMDs lack a sufficient capability and capacity 
to analyze and provide relevant civil information to command 
processes.”22  The SCA practitioners within the AFRICOM 

J2 are currently playing a large role in testing and facilitating 
this capability.  When Civil Affairs professionals gather white 
data (information pertaining to the local civilian populace) and 
green data (local or neutral government entities) on the ground 
in Africa, this data should be maintained and analyzed at the 
CCMD. SCA practitioners can provide the significance to the 
data collected. This will certainly enhance understanding of the 
environment in Africa and give the CCMD a better common 
operating picture.

Conclusion

The most understudied region in the world falls within AFRI-
COM’s AOR. Coupled with the least amount of intelligence 
resources and the likelihood of an asymmetric warfare environ-
ment, SCA plays a vital role on how AFRICOM’s staff views 
the operating environment in Africa. Socio-cultural analysis 
provides an effective way to provide CCMD leadership the 
information required to understand, analyze, and engage with 
populations. Finally, focusing SCA on planning activities, 
CCMD and component level exercises, and academic outreach 
will enhance primary command activities and help attain suc-
cess in the related CCMD lines of effort. These activities, which 
integrate SCA into the AFRICOM information management 
cycle should be a model for other CCMDs. Ultimately, socio-
cultural analysis can have a global impact, allowing the USG 
and partner nations to use intelligence resources in a more effec-
tive and efficient way.

Randy Bretzin, Intelligence Training instructor, U.S. Africa 
Command, teaches critical thinking skills to East African ser-
vice members at the Military Intelligence Basic Officer Course-
Africa (MIBOC-A) in Nairobi, Kenya, Jan. 24, 2013. Military 
officers from Kenya, Uganda, Burundi, Ethiopia, Tanzania, and 
South Sudan are participating in the eight-week course. (U.S. 
Air Force photo by Senior Airman Devin Doskey/Released)
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Extracting “lessons” from exercises and experiments  
–  (Part 1 of 2.)

General.   Exercises and Experiments (E&E) provide an ideal 
environment from which to capture both perishable and endur-
ing ‘lessons’ / observations (Observations, Issues, Lessons (OIL) 
// Observations and Recommendations (O&R)) – especially 
in the area of Civ-Mil interaction and interoperability.  Many 
of the key, national level, GCC and ACC-sponsored exercises/
experiments, have specific objectives and MSEL (Master Sce-
nario Events List) events that are intended to ‘exercise’ or test 
concepts relating to Civ-Mil cooperation – e.g. integration of 
interagency (IA) elements; Civ-Mil communications; synchro-
nization of programs and coordination between the military 
commander’s and the civilian head-of-mission’s stability/recon-
struction program objectives; related activities of military units 
on the ground and IA objectives and activity in the military 
commander’s Area of Operations.   Many “lessons” can be 
gleaned from these events  which are usually lost after the event 
occurs – even though a comprehensive AAR may be prepared. 
The AAR information is often not entered into a true ‘database’ 
environment to allow subsequent recall of the information in 
a clear and usable format.  The process below outlines “a way” 
that can be used to better capture, and then make available for 
analysis observations, issues and ‘lessons’ from E&E events.

Collection Opportunities.  The primary E&E events usually 
include the IPC (Initial Planning Conference), MSEL (Master 
Scenario Events List) development seminars/working groups, 
Mid and Final Planning Conferences (MPC/FPC), the exer-
cise/experiment itself and then the AAR/backbrief.  During 
each of these events there are tremendous opportunities to cap-
ture, ‘learn’ – disseminate and integrate – lessons, articulate key 
observations, and identify stability operations related issues that 
are of significant value to the Stability Operations / Reconstruc-
tion community writ large.

E&E Data Collection:  Specific activities include:  

Prior to E&E Event/Activity:  The unit/agency representa-
tive or other designated Lessons Learned collection coordina-
tor obtains information about the exercise (eMail, website, 
TSCMIS,JTIMS ?) – e.g. exercise objectives; plan for Inter-

agency integration, if any; names of Interagency players – where 
and when possible, the unit/agency  representative / collection 
coordinator should assist the Exercise Director with identifying 
and contacting proposed Interagency players to help in garner-
ing Interagency support/participation; initial concept for stabil-
ity operations “play” during the exercise – sometimes referred to 
as “injects” during the exercise.  The unit collection coordinator 
then reviews a “Standing Collection Plan” – this can be a unit/
agency/GCC or ACC prepared list - to identify the appropriate 
areas and questions for the upcoming E&E event; then develop 
an event/exercise specific data collection plan.  The collection 
coordinator can share this with the Exercise Director to help 
shape/form the Interagency/ stability operations “play” during 
the exercise.  You’re now ready to pack your bags and head off 
to the exercise IPC / MSEL conference / MPC / FPC or the 
actual exercise.  

Join us next quarter when in Part 2 of “Extracting “lessons” 
from exercises and experiments “ we will discuss activities to 
take during and after the E&E event.   Can’t wait --- You can 
email us to get a full text version including both Parts 1 and 2.
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